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This report analyzes the implementation of digital ID systems in countries of the Gulf Council 
Cooperation (GCC), also referred to in this report as the “Gulf”. The GCC is an intergovernmental 
political and economic union made up of Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and The 
United Arab Emirates. The purpose of this report is to map the different digital ID initiatives in the 
Gulf and their impacts on privacy and human rights. It is an initial step of a larger research SMEX 
is aiming to conduct to map digital ID across the broader Arab region.

This report is specifically focused on Digital ID systems as promulgated by multiple UN agencies. 
It begins by generally explaining what Digital ID programs are and the standards and best prac-
tices needed that allow them to work safely and with consideration for individuals’ rights. It draws 
upon these standards to compare it to the reality of implementation in the Gulf.

The report sets out the key authorities and service providers in each country and compiles all rele-
vant legislation surrounding electronic transactions, personal data, right to privacy, government 
surveillance, and cybercrime and cybersecurity to map the regulatory landscape of digital ID in 
these countries (Chapter 3). The legislation was then analyzed, and legal and regulatory short-
comings were outlined in the next chapters. In Chapter 4, we explain how existing legal frame-
works are falling short of protecting data processed by digital ID systems and adequately provid-
ing users with remedy mechanisms. In Chapter 5, we look at the data collected by (digital) identi-
fication systems in the Gulf and identify and analyze measures to ensure privacy of the data and 
user rights over the data. Chapter 6 identifies (potential) implications for the right to non-discrim-
ination.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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We conducted desk research to collect information and data to map the different digital ID 
systems in the GCC, relevant legislation and regulations and how they compare to existing 
international best practices and standards. In the first step of primary data collection, 
information on digital ID programs in each GCC country were collected: authorities that initiated 
or implemented them, service providers involved in their rollout, relevant regulations and laws, 
types of data collected by the systems, user rights to access and control their data, security 
features and measures, forms of oversight over the data and and any documented cases or 
potential implications for human rights. A review and a quality control were then conducted to 
improve and expand the collected information to include oversight over ID, relevant cybercrime 
legislation and cybersecurity strategies and legislations and practices that enable or exclude 
marginalized groups in identification systems (such as stateless people and people living with 
disabilities). A review of existing standards and best practices for digital identification systems 
was also conducted, which helped us  identify shortcomings in digital ID systems in the GCC and 
draft this report. 

METHODOLOGY 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Arab Gulf States have been undergoing a digital transformation to help drive economic growth and 

decrease dependence on oil revenues.1 The adoption and implementation of digital ID programs has been 

a key aspect of this transformation, and the first such program in the region was introduced in Bahrain in 

2007 as part of an e-government strategy to facilitate access to government and private services. The other 

member-states—Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE— followed suit and introduced their own 

programs, and in 2020, United Nations E-Government Survey ranked the GCC as a leader in e-government 

in the Middle East and North Africa region.2 All GCC countries have focused upon a desire to create or 

bolster their digital infrastructure to facilitate access to services. Digitization is seen as a necessary aspect 

of modernizing the Gulf and benefiting from new technologies, advantages claimed can range from 

streamlining services to economic benefit.3  

Digital ID requires a robust regulatory framework that encompasses data protection, privacy and security, 

cybercrime and cybersecurity legislation, and independent oversight. All countries analyzed do have a 

framework to regulate Digital IDs but the robustness differs; the protections are weak, include broad 

exemptions for public authorities handling of personal data, and lack independent oversight which 

coupled with poor human rights records, leaves the data used in digital ID systems vulnerable and at risk 

of government surveillance. The report reinforces this point by highlighting all the sensitive information 

collected and used for the issuances of ID cards and digital ID systems. Overall these systems can pose dan-

gers to civil liberties and can also reinforce existing discrimination and exacerbate issues faced by margin-

alized groups. Although some areas are seeing improvement, there are still marked regulatory shortcom-

ings which can negatively impact citizens and people living in these countries. 

Key Findings include: 

As mandatory ID schemes are modernized and include new technology and biometric data, these 

schemes become more invasive and put personal data at risk. 

There is a distinct lack of strong data protection and of regulations curtailing government surveillance, 

which puts the privacy and data of users at risk. Only Bahrain, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia have passed 

general laws on data protection. Yet, these laws contain vague and broad exemptions for data process-

ing by government agencies.

All countries demonstrate a lack of independent oversight over both personal data processing in gen-

eral and over the identification system itself, which can have harmful repercussions on personal data 

and human rights of ID users.

Identification systems in the Gulf collect a broad range of data, including sensitive information, yet lack 

options to control such data.

In some aspects, identification systems in the Gulf discriminate against women, girls, and marginalized 

groups. Such discrimination can be exacerbated when ID systems are digitized, further excluding 

people with disabilities, and rendering stateless populations or non-working people more vulnerable. 
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DIGITAL ID: INTERNATIONAL 
STANDARDS AND BEST PRACTICES  

In 2017, multiple UN agencies (UNHCR, UNICEF, 
UNDP, ECA), alongside with other institutions and 
ledby the World Bank, endorsed the document, “Prin-
ciples on identification for sustainable development: 
toward the digital age.”8 While the document focuses 
on the promotion of an identity for all, separate from 
a national document (especially for refugees), it 
includes principles on the protection of user privacy 
and data. In addition to this document, in 2016 the 
United Nations began to partner with ID2020, a 
private-public initiative to promote the access to 
identification documents (particularly digital identifi-
cation) in the context of the SDG 16:9. ID2020 states 
that ‘’...doing digital ID right means protecting civil 
liberties and putting control over personal data back 
where it belongs...in the hands of the individual.”

On the other hand, the World Bank, which has been 
making efforts and proposals towards the adoption of 
digital identification to combat poverty, inequality 
and social exclusion through its initiative ID4D (Identi-
fication for Development),9 published a “Catalog of 
Technical Standards for Digital Identification 
Systems,’’ offering an analysis of existing standards for 
digital identification. The report states: ‘’standards 
establish universally understood and consistent inter-
change protocols, testing regimes, quality measures, 
and best practices with regard to the capture, storage, 
transmission, and use of identity data, as well as the 
format and features of identity credentials and 
authentication protocols. Therefore they are crucial at 
each stage of the identity lifecycle, including enroll-
ment, validation, deduplication, and authentica-
tion.’’10 

PRIVACY AND SECURITY BY DESIGN 

A privacy by design approach entails the adoption of 
measures, policies and technical standards and 
features to ensure the protection of privacy and the 
security of the data from the earliest stages of the 
development process of a digital ID system. 

Under Point 6 of the “Principles on identification for

WHAT ARE DIGITAL IDENTITY AND DIGITAL 
IDENTIFICATION (ID) SYSTEMS?

Depending on each country and context, digital iden
tity can have different meanings, but it is usually 
defined as a set of attributes (such as biometrics, 
name, unique identity number, place and date of 
birth, etc.) and credentials (such as identifying num-
bers, smart cards and certificates) that are electroni-
cally captured and stored, and that uniquely identify a 
person.4

Digital identity is used to identify and prove some-
one’s identity online or offline (depending on uses 
and context in which it is being used). For example, 
people can use it to access government services, 
apply for welfare aid, vote in elections and digitally 
sign documents.5

For the purpose of this research, we are not looking at 
digital ID per se but on entire Digital ID systems 
defined by the World Bank’s ID4D initiative as identifi-
cation systems that ‘’use digital technology through-
out the identity lifecycle, including for data capture, 
validation, storage, and transfer; credential manage-
ment; and identity verification and authentication.’’ 6

STANDARDS AND BEST PRACTICES

Given the risks that may emanate from digital ID, such 
as exclusion of vulnerable communities and priva-
cy-related risks, a number of entities have sought to 
establish standards and best practices to ensure 
inclusion and protection of privacy and human rights 
in the implementation of digital ID systems. 

In the context of the Sustainable Development Goals, 
the United Nations addresses the need for an identity 
document for every person in Goal 16:9 which encour-
ages to “provide legal identity to all, including birth 
registration, by 2030”. 7

CHAPTER 1
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DIGITAL ID: INTERNATIONAL 
STANDARDS AND BEST PRACTICES  

CHAPTER 1
sustainable development: toward the digital age,’’= 
‘’Identification systems should be designed with the 
privacy of the end-user in mind. No action should be 
required on the part of the individual to protect his or 
her personal data. Information should be protected 
from improper use by default, through both technical 
standards and preventative business practices.’’11

SIM applet with PKI

The concept of applet is a small application within a bigger program with the sole purpose to perform 
one single task. A SIM applet is a small application dedicated to performing one single task within a 
SIM Card. When it comes to Digital IDs, SIM applets are usually used to securely create a signature. So 
these applets communicate with other applications (for example those that create and manage 
public keys) using the PKI technology.

Smartphone app in TEE

A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is a secure area inside a main processor. It runs in parallel with 
the operating system, in an isolated environment. It guarantees that the code and data loaded in the 
main processor are protected with respect to confidentiality and integrity. This includes the execution 
of authenticated code, confidentiality, authenticity, privacy, system integrity and data access rights.

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

PKI is a system of processes, policies, hardware, software and procedures needed to create, manage, 
distribute, use, store and revoke digital IDs. PKI allows users to encrypt data, digitally sign documents, 
and authenticate themselves using certificates (which Digital IDs are based on).

Digital certificates

Digital certificates include three main components: identity (name, special code, expiry date), public 
key to encrypt holder data and signature to validate authentication. They are issued by Certificate 
Authorities (CAs) and are used to ‘’facilitate secure electronic communication and data exchange 
between people, systems, and devices online’’ by verifying one’s identity and encrypting/decrypting 
electronic messages. The distribution, revocation and authentication of digital certificates are man-
aged by a PKI. 13

Privacy by design features and measures in digital ID 
include, for example, encryption of data, minimiza-
tion of data collection and disclosure, strong 
multi-factor authentication (for eg. through  SIM 
Applet with PKI or Smartphone App in TEE with PKI, 
use of block chain technology, digital certificates and 
PKI, and providing users with options and platforms 
to control and access their data. 12

PROPORTIONALITY AND MINIMAL DISCLOSURE
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Minimizing collection and disclosure of data reduces 
the impact of a data breach in case of unauthorized 
access. ‘’Data collected and used for identification and 
authentication should be fit for purpose and propor-
tional to the use case, and managed in accordance 
with global norms for data protection,’’ as stated by 
the “Principles on identification for sustainable devel-
opment,’’ adding that identification systems ‘’should 
not disclose sensitive personal information.’’

Additionally, users of a digital ID system should have 
tools allowing them to access and control their data. 
For example, residents in Estonia can access and 
monitor their data through an online portal and 
decide which data to share and with whom.14 They 
can also view logs of their previous transactions. The 
logs are automatic and tamper-proof, making them 
difficult to alter or delete.15 Such logs are also essential 
for investigations of breach or fraud. 

ROBUST LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAME-
WORKS 

In addition to implementing privacy by design mea-
sures, robust legislation to ensure the protection of 
data and privacy of users in a digital ID system is 
essential. This includes robust data protection regula-
tions, regulations curtailing government and com-
mercial surveillance and comprehensive cybercrime 
legislation that safeguard human rights. 

Principle 8 of the “Principles on identification for 
sustainable development: toward the digital age’’ 
states that ‘’Identification systems must be under-
pinned by legal and regulatory frameworks and 
strong policies that promote trust in the system, 
ensure data privacy and security, mitigate abuse such 
as unauthorized surveillance in violation of due 
process, and ensure provider accountability.’’

Regulatory frameworks should further establish griev-
ance and redress mechanisms that enable users to 
file complaints or legal disputes when a digital ID 
system interferes with their human rights particualry 

their rights to privacy and non-discrimination. When 
the disputes are not solved in favor of users, they 
should be able to escalate cases to an independent 
authority or a court with the prerogative to inde-
pendently review initial decisions and provide redress 
to affected users.

INDEPENDENT OVERSIGHT 

Oversight of the data and identification system 
should be established in law and enforced. For exam-
ple, a digital ID system oversight body can be estab-
lished (as in Australia16) or the oversight can be 
conducted by separate authorities overseeing the 
data (such as a data protection authority) and the 
identification system. Oversight of the data should 
include, for example, which data is collected and 
shared and for which reasons to ensure minimal 
collection and disclosure, how the data is stored and 
measures and policies to ensure its security, and 
whether users are able to appropriately control the 
collection, use and disclosure of their data. 

Article 10 of the “Principles on identification for 
sustainable development: toward the digital age’’ 
states that ‘’the use of identification systems should 
be independently monitored (for efficiency, transpar-
ency, exclusion, misuse, etc.) to ensure that all stake-
holders comply with applicable laws and regulations, 
appropriately use identification systems to fulfill their 
intended purposes, monitor and respond to potential 
data breaches, and receive individual complaints or 
concerns regarding the processing of personal data.’’17

Further, any type of oversight should be the responsi-
bility of independent authorities that are appropriate-
ly staffed and well-resourced to effectively carry out 
their missions.
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR MARGINALIZED 
GROUPS 

Exclusion and the disproportionate impacts of digital 
ID systems on marginalized groups should be taken 
into account. Assessments, including public consulta-
tions involving such groups, should start at the devel-
opment stage and continue throughout the imple-
mentation of a digital ID system. Depending on 
context, marginalized groups can include people with 
disabilities, minorities, refugees, migrants, the elderly, 
and people lacking access to the internet and with 
low (digital) literacy. For example, in India, people 
receive an email notification when their Aadhaar 
number is used for authentication, raising concerns 
about those living in low connectivity areas and lack-
ing appropriate levels of digital literacy.18

Exclusion can take place at different levels, and the 
more marginalized groups an individual belongs to 
the more likely they are to be negatively impacted by 
a digital ID system. Thus, adopting an intersectional 
approach can help those implementing a digital ID 
system better understand potential exclusion and 
discrimination, and take steps to prevent and miti-
gate their impacts on people’s lives. 

Among the best practices recommended by the 
Engine Room are, the prioritization of meaningful 
and ongoing public constellations that include 
‘’people whose rights are often denied,’’ adoption of ‘’ 
rights-affirming legislation that prioritizes the needs 
of the people over the interests of the implementing 
institution,’’ and making sure that ‘’information and all 
steps of thesystem are provided in relevant local 
languages, including those of significant migrant 
populations.’’19

On the other hand, the “Principles on identification for 
sustainable development: toward the digital age’’ 
emphasize the need for identification systems to be 
‘’free from discrimination in policy, in practice, and by 
design,’’ ‘’this includes ensuring that legal frameworks; 

requirements and procedures to register, obtain, or 
use identification; and the data that are collected or 
displayed on credentials do not enable or reinforce 
discrimination against particular groups, such as 
those who may face increased risks of exclusion for 
cultural, political, economic or other reasons...Further-
more, identification systems and data should never be 
used as a tool for discrimination or to infringe on or 
deny individual or collective rights.’’20
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OVERVIEW OF DIGITAL ID IN THE GULF

CHAPTER 2
The six countries that make up the Gulf Council Coop-
eration (GCC) have all adopted and implemented 
digital ID systems allowing their citizens and residents 
to access services and perform transactions online. 
GCC governments have put in place ID systems for 
citizens and residents that rely on modern technology 
(often biometrics and smart chips) allowing them to 
(i) identify themselves, (ii) authenticate their identity 
online by using just one set of credentials (usually 
their ID card number), and (iii) become eligible for a 
certain number of online services, among which, elec-
tronic governmental and administrative services. 

Of these countries, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia were the 
last ones to start implementing a digital ID program. 
In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, which further 
accelerated digital transformation, Kuwait introduced 
the Kuwait Mobile ID app in 2020.21 The app acts as a 
portable mobile ID and allows citizens and foreign 
residents to authenticate themselves to government 
and non-government services online and digitally 
sign documents. 

In 2020, Saudi Arabia launched the Unified National 
Platform (my.gov.sa),22 which allows citizens and 
residents to access government services online using 
a ‘’unified national profile’’ which  ‘’provides services 
and various information i.e. personal, educational, 
employment, commercial, ..etc” to citizens and 
residents across multiple sectors in order to create 
unique experiences available for use anytime, 
anywhere.’’23 Users can log in through the Absher app, 
the ministry of interior ‘s e-services portal and app,24 or 
through the National Single Sign-On system (SSO) 
developed by the National Information Center and 
the Ministry of Interior. To create their digital identi-
ties, users need to first register themselves on the SSO 
system.25

TABLE 1: DIGITAL ID PROGRAMS IN THE GCC.

COUNTRY NAME OF DIGITAL ID 
APPLICATION OR PORTAL YEAR OF LAUNCH 

BAHRAIN BAHRAIN.BH 2007 26

KUWAIT KUWAIT MOBILE ID 2020

OMAN TAM 2013 27

SAUDI ARABIA UNIFIED NATIONAL 
PLATFORM (MY.GOV.SA)

2020

UAE UAE PASS 2018

QATAR HUKOOMI The Hukoomi portal was launched in 2003,
and digital ID was implemented following 
the rollout of the biometric ID scheme in 2007.
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CHAPTER 2
In Bahrain, the Digital ID project was implemented as 
part of the 2007-2010 eGovernment strategy that’s 
“focused on ensuring effective delivery of government 
services to citizens, residents, businesses and visitors 
(customers)”28. The e-government portal was 
launched in 2007. Users can register and log in 
through the eKey Single Sign-on-System to access 
government services. 29

Oman’s TAM is a digital certificate system provided by 
the National Digital Certification Center (NDCC) at the 
Information Technology Authority (ITA).30 It allows 
citizens and residents to authenticate their digital ID 
online to access government services as well as to sign 
in and validate their documents electronically using 
an ID card and a PKI enabled SIM card.

In 2007, the Government of Qatar (GoQ) began rolling 
out biometric enabled ID cards that were ultimately 
leveraged to implement an e-Government scheme 
and allow access to e-services through a portal called 
“Hukoomi,” hosted at the Ministry of Transport and 
Communications (MoTC) level (particularly, through 
ictQatar: Supreme Council of Information and Com-
munications Technology).31 The e-services are accessi-
ble to individuals through their e-ID card. Users use 
their e-ID as a secure credential and input a personal 
code to identify themselves. Further, the e-ID can also 
be used with a 6-digit pin for authenticating online 
transactions (such as signing documents electronical-
ly).

The UAE Pass,32 launched in 2018, enables residents 
and citizens to access local and federal government 
services and sign documents digitally by authenticat-
ing their identities using a mobile phone applica-
tion.33 Users simply need to register with the app and 
scan their Emirates ID or passports, verify their phone 
numbers or email addresses and secure the accounts 
by creating a PIN, Touch ID or Face ID. 

Key service providers and responsible 
authorities 

For all GCC countries, Thales, a French multinational 

company that designs and builds electrical systems 
and provides services for the aerospace, defense, 
transportation, and security markets, has had a key 
role in implementing their digital ID programs. The 
extent of Thales’ role in rolling out these digital ID 
systems differs between countries. However, in all 
GCC countries Thales had a role in rolling out their 
electronic identification systems. For example, 
Gemalto, acquired by Thales in 2019,34 was contracted 
by the Bahraini government to not only provide smart 
ID cards, but to also ‘’provide consultancy on smart 
card related solutions, including Public Key Infrastruc-
ture and smart card applications and training.’’35 In 
the UAE, Thales contributed to the rolling out of the 
country’s national eID program,36 but the single iden-
tity solution was developed by Smart Dubai. In Qatar, 
using its Gemalto 2.0 solution, Thales worked with 
Qatar’s Supreme Council of Information and Commu-
nication Technology (ictQATAR) to improve and 
simplify user experience on the Hukoomi portal and 
enhance security.37 The solution offers single-sign-on 
to all services available on the Hukoomi portal and 
simply requires users to use their eID and a personal 
code as identification. 

Additionally, other entities have had a key role in 
initiating and implementing these programs such as 
ministries of interior and the police, ID authorities, 
telecommunication regulatory agencies and cyberse-
curity agencies and companies. Below is a list of some 
of the key entities and authorities responsible for 
digital ID for each GGC country.
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COUNTRY RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITY OR AUTHORITIES

BAHRAIN

KUWAIT

OMAN

QATAR

The Supreme Council for Information & Communication Technology (SCICT).38 Chaired by the 

Deputy Prime Minister and established by ministerial decision in 2015,39 it is tasked with 

implementing e-government directives. 

The Information & eGovernment Authority of Bahrain (iGA). The authority, which is part of the 

Ministry of the Interior,  issues ID cards and birth and death certificates. It is also tasked with 

''proposing public policies, suitable legislation, and decisions for the implementation of the 

eGovernment programs as well as necessary information technology and data programs.'' 40

Public Authority for Civil Information (PACI).41 Affiliated with the minister of planning, PACI was 

tasked by the Kuwaiti government to manage the country’s smart civil ID card program. It 

released the mobile ID (Hawyti) application in 2020.

The Directorate General of Civil Status at the Royal Oman Police. It is responsible for the national 

ID system, it issues ID cards and maintains population registers.42 Under Royal Decree No. 66 of 

99,43 the Royal Oman Police ‘’made a decision to launch a smart card-based ID programme, not 

only to enhance the country's identification processes, but also to improve its IT infrastructure.''

National Digital Certification Center at the Ministry of Transport, Communications and Informa-

tion Technology (MTCIT). It provides the digital certification service, TAM. 44

Supreme Council of Information and Communications Technology). The council sets the technolo-

gy policy in Qatar.45 It worked with Thales to improve the Hukoomi portal.46

National Authentication System (Tawtheeq).47 It ‘’acts as a national identity provider for all the 

government online services. It provides a secure authentication, digital signing and 

Single-Sign-On (SSO) services and is a key component in e-services development and security.'' 

The General Directorate of Information Systems at the Interior Ministry. It is tasked  with ''devel-

op[ing] the information technology at the ministry''.48 It lists among its accomplishments the 

''Qatari Smart ID Card system,'' although it is unclear what its role is or was in putting the system 

in place.49

All GCC countries have in place legal frameworks that 
regulate Digital ID, although the framework’s level of 
development differs from one country to another. The 
regulation of digital ID happens through different 
types of legislation: legislation on ID cards and nation-
al identification systems, electronic transactions, 
personal data protection and cybercrime and cyber-
security. The legal frameworks, however, present some 
shortcomings, most notably regarding the lack of 
robust data protection regulations, oversight and 
availability of remedy mechanisms (See chapter 4). 

Legislation regulating identity cards and 
national identification systems 

ID legislation is concerned with the procedure and 
conditions for issuing and reviewing ID cards, the 
establishment of population registers and the types 
of information they contain, and the prerogatives and 
tasks of ID-related bodies or departments. A number 
of countries also have legislation specifically establish-
ing digital ID.

Similarly, GCC countries seem to have either incorpo-
rated e-commerce provisions in their electronic trans

14
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TABLE 2: GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDERS AND ENTITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPLEMENTING 
DIGITAL ID PROGRAMS  

COUNTRY RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITY OR AUTHORITIES

SAUDI ARABIA

UAE

Digital Government Authority.50 Created in 2021 by the Council of Ministers (Council Resolution 

No. (418) dated 25/7/1442 AH), 51 the authority is “concerned with everything related to digital 

government and it is the national reference in its affairs. It aims to regulate the work of digital 

government in government agencies, in order to reach a digital and proactive government capable 

of providing highly efficient digital services, and achieving integration in the field of digital govern-

ment among all government agencies.’’ It is responsible for the gov.sa portal.52

 

Interior ministry. It developed the National Single Sign-On system with the National Information 

Center.53 The Agency of Civil Affairs at the ministry registers birth and death certificates, and 

issues and renews national identity cards. 54

The National Information Center.53 It provides government agencies with ‘’technology services 

and digital solutions.’’55

Telecommunications Regulatory and Digital Government Authority (TDRA). Established by 

Federal Law by Decree No. 3 of 2003 (Telecom Law),56 TDRA is tasked with regulating the telecom 

industry and enabling digital transformation.57

The Dubai Smart Government Establishment (or Smart Dubai). It is a government body tasked 

with ‘’facilitating Dubai’s citywide smart transformation.''58 It developed the UAE Pass after 

signing a MoU with the Telecommunications Regulatory and Digital Government Authority 

(TDRA) ''to develop a single trusted digital identity solution in the UAE.''59

Abu Dhabi Digital Authority (ADDA).60 It is a government agency working to support and enable 

Abu Dhabi's digital transformation.

The Dubai Electronic Security Centre (DESC). It is a government department tasked with ensuring 

Dubai's cyber security. It served as a “strategic partner providing the underlying Digital Certifi-

cates contributing to safeguard UAEPASS.'' 61

All GCC countries have in place legal frameworks that 
regulate Digital ID, although the framework’s level of 
development differs from one country to another. The 
regulation of digital ID happens through different 
types of legislation: legislation on ID cards and nation-
al identification systems, electronic transactions, 
personal data protection and cybercrime and cyber-
security. The legal frameworks, however, present some 
shortcomings, most notably regarding the lack of 
robust data protection regulations, oversight and 
availability of remedy mechanisms (See chapter 4). 

Legislation regulating identity cards and 
national identification systems 

ID legislation is concerned with the procedure and 
conditions for issuing and reviewing ID cards, the 
establishment of population registers and the types 
of information they contain, and the prerogatives and 
tasks of ID-related bodies or departments. A number 
of countries also have legislation specifically establish-
ing digital ID.

Similarly, GCC countries seem to have either incorpo-
rated e-commerce provisions in their electronic trans
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CHAPTER 2
Mandatory nature of ID

The mandatory nature of ID systems opens the door 
to increased government power to restrain freedoms 
and civil liberties of those who either refuse to or are 
ineligible to enroll in such systems. 62

Further, in some instances, ID schemes can be man-
datory for certain groups while remaining voluntary 
for others.63 Such discrimination can also occur when 
ID is mandatory in effect rather than overtly, as state 
benefits may be directly linked to it and made 
unavailable for those who do not hold an ID.

As countries modernize their ID schemes and include 
technologies such as biometrics (fingerprints/iris-
es/palms) and facial recognition, making such 
systems mandatory becomes more invasive and 
increases function creep (when personal information 
is used for purposes other than the original purpose or 
purposes for which they were collected) and risks of 
personal data protection violations. 

Gulf countries are no exception to the rule: whether it 
is in Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi, Oman or the UAE, enroll-
ing in ID databases for both nationals and residents is 
required. Additionally, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, and the 
UAE have mandatory biometric SIM registration 
laws.64 This raises concern over the risks to ID holders’ 
sensitive personal information and highlights the 
importance of safeguarding their individual right to 
privacy by surrounding the use of biometrics with 
protective legislation. 

2
All GCC countries have in place legal frameworks that 
regulate Digital ID, although the framework’s level of 
development differs from one country to another. The 
regulation of digital ID happens through different 
types of legislation: legislation on ID cards and nation-
al identification systems, electronic transactions, 
personal data protection and cybercrime and cyber-
security. The legal frameworks, however, present some 
shortcomings, most notably regarding the lack of 
robust data protection regulations, oversight and 
availability of remedy mechanisms (See chapter 4). 

Legislation regulating identity cards and 
national identification systems 

ID legislation is concerned with the procedure and 
conditions for issuing and reviewing ID cards, the 
establishment of population registers and the types 
of information they contain, and the prerogatives and 
tasks of ID-related bodies or departments. A number 
of countries also have legislation specifically establish-
ing digital ID.

Similarly, GCC countries seem to have either incorpo-
rated e-commerce provisions in their electronic trans

COUNTRY MANDATORY NATURE OF ID

BAHRAIN

KUWAIT

OMAN

QATAR

SAUDI ARABIA

UAE

Under Law No. (46) of 2006 regarding identity cards, it is mandatory to carry an ID card in 

Bahrain.65 Neither the law nor its implementation regulation (Resolution No. (1) of 2007) specify 

at which age it is mandated to carry one. However, the Information and e-Government Authority 

(IGA) at the Interior Ministry offers a service for issuing ID cards for children below four years 

old.66

A civil ID card is a requirement for any citizen or foreign resident. It is issued for anyone 16 years 

old and above.67

Every male Omani citizen above 15 years old must apply for an ID card, it is optional for 
females.68

Mandatory for all Qataris and residents (those staying in the country for over six months) aged 16 

and above.69

An ID card is mandatory for all citizens aged 15 and above.70

It is mandatory for all citizens and residents to apply for an Emirates ID.71
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CHAPTER 3
All GCC countries have in place legal frameworks that 
regulate Digital ID, although the framework’s level of 
development differs from one country to another. The 
regulation of digital ID happens through different 
types of legislation: legislation on ID cards and nation-
al identification systems, electronic transactions, 
personal data protection and cybercrime and cyber-
security. The legal frameworks, however, present some 
shortcomings, most notably regarding the lack of 
robust data protection regulations, oversight and 
availability of remedy mechanisms (See chapter 4). 

Legislation regulating identity cards and 
national identification systems 

ID legislation is concerned with the procedure and 
conditions for issuing and reviewing ID cards, the 
establishment of population registers and the types 
of information they contain, and the prerogatives and 
tasks of ID-related bodies or departments. A number 
of countries also have legislation specifically establish-
ing digital ID.

Similarly, GCC countries seem to have either incorpo-
rated e-commerce provisions in their electronic trans

COUNTRY RELEVANT LEGISLATION  

BAHRAIN

KUWAIT

OMAN

Law No. 46 of 2006 regarding the identity card relates to ID cards containing an electronic chip 
which stores information and data to identify the card holder such as blood type, fingerprints, iris 
scan and prescribes punishments for fraud and other crimes related to ID.72 The law's executive 
regulations (Resolution No. (1) of 2007 and Resolution No. 16 of 2011 amending it) lay down the 
procedures for issuing, renewing and replacing the ID card, data contained in the card, the respon-
sibilities of the card holder, and other provisions.73

Law No. 32 of 1982 regarding the civil information system established a population register of 
the civil information of Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis in the country such as birth information, 
marriage data, religion, data related to military service for Kuwaitis, residence, etc. 74

PACI decisions No.1 of 2012 dated 8 April 2012 regarding the civil ID card equipped with an 
electronic chip for Non-Kuwaitis and No.2 of 2009 regarding the civil ID card equipped with an 
electronic chip for Kuwaitis.75

Decision 1 of 2020 invoking the Electronic Civil ID card (Kuwait Mobile ID).76

Civil Status Law (established by Royal Decree No. 66 of 99 and amended by Royal Decree No.59 
of 2021), which established a department within the Oman Police called the ''Directorate Gener-
al of Civil Status'' and tasked with recording and keeping the data of citizens and foreign 
residents.77
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CHAPTER 3

TABLE 4: ID-RELATED LEGISLATION IN THE GCC

COUNTRY RELEVANT LEGISLATION  

QATAR

SAUDI ARABIA

UAE

Decree Law No 5 of 1965 as amended by Decree Law No. 37 of 2005 and Decree Law No. 13 of 

2013.78 The brief law mandates that all citizens and residents aged 16 and above must have an 

ID card and specifies the types of data that appear on the card, the card's validity and the issuing 

authority. 

The Ministry of Interior’s instructions about National ID set the conditions and responsibilities for 

carrying a national ID card.79

Federal Law No (9) of the Year 2006 on the Population Register and the ID Card System80 and 

their Executive Regulations.  The regulations81 govern the population register system and 

Emirates ID card in the country and stipulates what information appears on the ID and its micro-

chip, the process for obtaining an ID and the duties of its holder.

Federal Decree-Law No. (2) of the Year 2004 on Establishment of the Federal Authority for Identi-

ty and Citizenship. It establishes an authority tasked with ''establish[ing] and updat[ing] the 

population register system and issuance of the ID cards for the citizens and residents, and for 

these purposes.'' Among the duties it performs is ''Register[ing] the personal data of all the popula-

tion in the State and save it on E-databases in coordination with the competent entities,'' ''Regis-

ter[ing] the essential statistical data of population and connect it with the personal data and 

''Issu[ing] ID cards having the unified number, readable data and data stored on E-chip to be used 

in all the entities.'' 82

Electronic transactions, electronic com-
munications, and e-commerce legislation

E-transactions and e-communications laws primarily 
regulate communications and transactions that occur 
online, including e-government services that often 
involve the use of digital identification. Establishing 
such laws ensures an environment of trust and 
enables the use of digital identity in a safe manner by 
providing legal value to electronic processes and 
authentication mechanisms such as electronic signa-
tures, granting them the same legal status as tradi-
tional paper-based processes. 
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In the GCC context, several countries have adopted 
and implemented electronic transactions/communi-
cations frameworks. In Oman, for instance, the 
government launched the Electronic Certification 
(TAM) service provided by the National Digital Certifi-
cation Center (NDCC) at the Information Technology 
Authority (ITA) to provide electronic access to govern-
ment services and transactions using digital authenti-
cation. 

Similarly, GCC countries seem to have either incorpo-
rated e-commerce provisions in their electronic trans-
action law (UAE) or enacted standalone e-commerce 
acts. By governing rights and obligations of online 
businesses and online users, e-commerce legislation 
fosters trust in the cyber space and allows for a safer 
use of digital ID in online commercial transactions. 

COUNTRY E-TRANSACTIONS LEGISLATION

BAHRAIN

KUWAIT

OMAN

QATAR

Decree-Law No. (54) of 2018 issuing the Law on Electronic Communications and Transactions. 

The law repeals the previous electronic transactions law (Decree-Law No. (28) of 2002) and 

''expands the range of transactions83 that may be carried out electronically.'' 

Law No. 20  of 2014 Concerning Electronic transactions84 and its Executive Regulations – 

Ministerial Resolution No. 48 of 2014 on 4 January 2015 (the “ET Bylaws”). ‘’Article 2 of the ET 

Law provides for the scope of its application which includes electronic records, messages, 

information, documents and signatures related to civil, commercial and administrative transac-

tions and to any disputes arising from or in connection with their use, unless the parties agreed 

otherwise, or another law applies.’’ 85

The Electronic Transactions Law Issued by Royal Decree No. 69 of 2008.86 It is the first E-transac-

tions law in Oman. It applies to electronic  transactions, records, signatures, and  to any electronic 

messages.

Decree Law No. (16) of 2010 on the Promulgation of the Electronic Commerce and Transactions 

Law.87 The e-Commerce Law contains provisions on e-signatures, e-documents, and authentica-

tion. It addresses e-Commerce transactions in Qatar, as well as e-Government services. 
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COUNTRY E-TRANSACTIONS LEGISLATION

SAUDI ARABIA

UAE

Electronic Commerce Law (Royal Decree No. M/126 dated 10 July 2019).88 It applies to products 

and services offered ‘’in part or in whole, through an electronic medium’’ by service providers 

inside the kingdom and overseas to consumers in the country.

Electronic Transactions Law (Royal Decree No M/18) provides a legal framework for electronic 

transactions and signatures. It defines electronic transactions as ‘’any exchange, communication, 

contracting or other procedure, performed or executed, wholly or partially, by electronic means.’’89

Federal Law No. 1 of 2006 Concerning Electronic  Transactions and Commerce. The law regulates 

''Electronic Records, Documents and Signatures that relate to Electronic Transactions and 

Commerce.'' Its objectives include ''protect[ing] the rights of persons doing business electronically 

and determine their obligations,'' ''promoting] the development of the legal and business 

infrastructure necessary to implement secure Electronic Commerce,'' “Minimiz[ing] the incidence 

of forged Electronic Communications, alteration of Communications and fraud in Electronic 

Commerce and other Electronic Transactions,” and “Establish[ing] uniform rules, regulations and 

standards for the authentication and validity of Electronic Communications.”90

TABLE 5: LEGISLATION ON ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS AND COMMERCE IN THE GCC.

Legislation on privacy and data protection

Digital ID systems involve heavy processing of person-
al data and creates a real risk on users’ privacy. Hence, 
establishing safeguards for data privacy, security, and 
user rights through a comprehensive legal and regu-
latory framework is essential to build trust in the ID 
system. 
Digital ID systems must protect users’ privacy and 
grant them control over their personal data as well as 
be compliant with internationally recognized stan-
dards and principles such as data minimization, 
purpose limitation, security, accountability and over-
sight. 
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COUNTRY
DOES THE CONSTITUTION 

ENSHRINE THE RIGHT T

O PRIVACY?

DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE  

DATA PROTECTION LAWS?

DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE 

REGULATIONS CURTAILING 

GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE?

BAHRAIN Bahrain's constitution as amend-

ed in 201291  guarantees privacy 

of postal, telegraphic and 

telephonic communications.92 

Article 25 provides for the Right 

to privacy in dwellings.

Law No. (30) of 2018 with 

Respect to Personal Data Protec-

tion Law. 93

Only vague and broad provisions 

that do not detail how govern-

ment surveillance, which is 

rampant in the country, is 

curtailed in practice.

Article 26 of the Constitution as 

amended in 2012, protects 

against the disclosure of private 

communications and states, "No 

communications shall be 

censored nor the contents 

thereof revealed except in cases 

of necessity prescribed by the 

law and in accordance with the 

procedures and guarantees 

stated therein.’’

Additionally, provisions of the 

Personal Data Protection Law do 

not apply to ‘’national securi-

ty–related data processing 

undertaken by the MOI, the NSA, 

the Defense Ministry, and other 

security services.’’ 94

While most countries who have adopted data protec-
tion laws have resorted to standalone overarching 
legislation, in the GCC, only Bahrain, Qatar and Saudi 
Arabia have passed general laws on personal data 
protection. All countries have recognised the right to 
privacy to some degree and specifically guarantee 
privacy of communication. 

However, government surveillance is at best weakly 
regulated and at worst allows for extensive surveil-
lance powers. Countries that have some provisions 
against surveillance, such as Bahrain and Qatar, have 
broad exemptions to permit government surveillance 
and others, such as Saudi Arabia and the UAE, do not 
specify what constitutes lawful surveillance. 
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COUNTRY

DOES THE CONSTITUTION 

ENSHRINE THE RIGHT T

O PRIVACY?

DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE  

DATA PROTECTION LAWS?

DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE 

REGULATIONS CURTAILING 

GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE?

KUWAIT

OMAN

Not expressly but through the 

freedom and secrecy of commu-

nications right enshrined in 

Article 39 and the inviolability of 

home enshrined in Article 38 of 

the 1962 Constitution.95

Recent recognition of the right to 

private life in Article 36 of the 

new constitution96 – a right that 

was not previously recognised in 

such a manner in Oman.97

Only vague and broad provisions 

that do not detail how govern-

ment surveillance is curtailed in 

practice.

Article 36 of the Basic Law 

guarantees that “it is not 

permitted to monitor or inspect 

or reveal” the content of 

communication except where 

authorized by law. 

The Cyber Crime Law criminaliz-

es accessing electronic informa-

tion or softwares without 

authorization.98

A cyber defense system 

established by decree No. 64 of 

2020 system ‘’gives absolute 

control to the Internal Security 

Service  over communication 

networks and information 

systems in the country.’’ 99

No 

No 

No express law limiting govern-

mental surveillance. 
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COUNTRY

DOES THE CONSTITUTION 

ENSHRINE THE RIGHT T

O PRIVACY?

DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE  

DATA PROTECTION LAWS?

DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE 

REGULATIONS CURTAILING 

GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE?

QATAR

SAUDI ARABIA

Article 37 of Constitution: ‘’The 

sanctity of the individual’s 

privacy shall be inviolable, and 

therefore interference in a 

person’s privacy, family affairs, 

home or correspondence, or any 

other act of interference that 

may demean or defame a person, 

shall not be allowed, save as 

permitted by the provisions 

stipulated in the Law.’’ 100

Article 37 of the Basic Law of 

Governance of 1992 as amend-

ed in 2013 provides for a right to 

“physical” privacy by stating that 

‘’dwellings are inviolable.’’103  

Article 40 guarantees the right to 

privacy of telephone, postal and 

other means of communication. 

104

Personal Data Protection Law 

(PDPL) implemented by Royal 

Decree M/19 of 9/2/1443H (16 

September 2021) approving 

Resolution No. 98 dated 

7/2/1443H (14 September 

2021). 105

Only vague and broad provisions 

that do not detail how govern-

ment surveillance, which is 

rampant in the country, is 

curtailed in practice. 106

Article 40 of the Basic Law of 

Governance 1992 also guaran-

tees “there will be no surveillance 

or eavesdropping, except in cases 

provided by the Law.” This is 

supplemented by article nine of 

Telecommunications Act 2001. 
107

Article 3 of the Anti-Cyber Crime 

Law of 2007, imposes a fine and 

one year prison sentence for 

unlawful surveillance. 108

Data Protection Law No. 13 

(2016) (offers safeguards for the 

individuals concerned with how 

their ID-related information is 

being processed electronically in 

the recent digital scheme). 101

No.

2006 Telecommunications law, 

under Chapter 15 states that 

“power of monitoring and 

enforcement,” with the permis-

sion of the Attorney General and 

the Chairman of the Board, “may 

require service providers or 

others to provide information 

necessary for exercising its 

powers, and the information 

shall be furnished in the form, 

manner, and time as the govern-

ment specifies.”102
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CHAPTER 3
COUNTRY

DOES THE CONSTITUTION 

ENSHRINE THE RIGHT T

O PRIVACY?

DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE  

DATA PROTECTION LAWS?

DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE 

REGULATIONS CURTAILING 

GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE?

UAE Article 31 of the Constitution  

‘’provides for the right to freedom 

and secrecy of communication 

by post, telegraph, or other 

means of communication under 

law.’’109

No Only vague and broad provisions 

that do not detail how govern-

ment surveillance, which is 

widespread in the country,110 is 

curtailed in practice.

Article 378 of the Penal Code 

makes surveillance, unless 

authorized by law or without the 

consent of the individual, punish-

able by up to seven years. 111

Article 2 of the Cybercrime law 

criminalizes accessing informa-

tion that is unlawful, “without 

authorization or in excess of 

authorization.” 112

All GCC countries have in place legal frameworks that 
regulate Digital ID, although the framework’s level of 
development differs from one country to another. The 
regulation of digital ID happens through different 
types of legislation: legislation on ID cards and nation-
al identification systems, electronic transactions, 
personal data protection and cybercrime and cyber-
security. The legal frameworks, however, present some 
shortcomings, most notably regarding the lack of 
robust data protection regulations, oversight and 
availability of remedy mechanisms (See chapter 4). 

Legislation regulating identity cards and 
national identification systems 

ID legislation is concerned with the procedure and 
conditions for issuing and reviewing ID cards, the 
establishment of population registers and the types 
of information they contain, and the prerogatives and 
tasks of ID-related bodies or departments. A number 
of countries also have legislation specifically establish-
ing digital ID.

Similarly, GCC countries seem to have either incorpo-
rated e-commerce provisions in their electronic trans
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All GCC countries have in place legal frameworks that 
regulate Digital ID, although the framework’s level of 
development differs from one country to another. The 
regulation of digital ID happens through different 
types of legislation: legislation on ID cards and nation-
al identification systems, electronic transactions, 
personal data protection and cybercrime and cyber-
security. The legal frameworks, however, present some 
shortcomings, most notably regarding the lack of 
robust data protection regulations, oversight and 
availability of remedy mechanisms (See chapter 4). 

Legislation regulating identity cards and 
national identification systems 

ID legislation is concerned with the procedure and 
conditions for issuing and reviewing ID cards, the 
establishment of population registers and the types 
of information they contain, and the prerogatives and 
tasks of ID-related bodies or departments. A number 
of countries also have legislation specifically establish-
ing digital ID.

Similarly, GCC countries seem to have either incorpo-
rated e-commerce provisions in their electronic trans
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Legislation on cybercrime and 
cybersecurity

In the same way that data protection and privacy 
provide safeguards that help mitigate the existing 
security and privacy risks in digital ID systems, 
cybercrime and cybersecurity constitute an essen-
tial pillar of the legal framework for digital ID’s safe 
implementation. 

While cybercrime legislation is primarily 
concerned with prescribing punishments for 
crimes committed through and against computer 
networks and systems, cybersecurity focuses on 
protection and defense of these networks and 
systems. 

In the context of digital ID, cybercrime legislation 
would help protect against crimes such as: 

       The unauthorized access to ID systems or other 
databases holding personal data of ID holders 

        The unauthorized monitoring/surveillance of ID 
systems or other databases holding personal data 
or unauthorized use of personal data

        The unauthorized alteration of data collected or 
stored as part of ID systems or other databases 
holding personal data

     The unauthorized interference with ID systems 
or other databases holding personal data of ID 
holders

Cybersecurity frameworks on the other hand, 
would help identify ID systems as critical infrastruc-
ture, provide for mechanisms to report cybersecu-
rity incidents and breaches, allow the establish-
ment of computer emergency response teams to 
investigate breaches, and help set standards for 
information technology security of government 
systems and databases. 

In the GCC, as shown by the below table, all coun-
tries have adopted laws to govern cybercrimes 
which highlights the importance given by these 
governments to protecting their information 
systems and networks. Similarly, all of them have 
set in place national cybersecurity strategies 
among which, Oman has developed one consid-
ered particularly robust. 113
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All GCC countries have in place legal frameworks that 
regulate Digital ID, although the framework’s level of 
development differs from one country to another. The 
regulation of digital ID happens through different 
types of legislation: legislation on ID cards and nation-
al identification systems, electronic transactions, 
personal data protection and cybercrime and cyber-
security. The legal frameworks, however, present some 
shortcomings, most notably regarding the lack of 
robust data protection regulations, oversight and 
availability of remedy mechanisms (See chapter 4). 

Legislation regulating identity cards and 
national identification systems 

ID legislation is concerned with the procedure and 
conditions for issuing and reviewing ID cards, the 
establishment of population registers and the types 
of information they contain, and the prerogatives and 
tasks of ID-related bodies or departments. A number 
of countries also have legislation specifically establish-
ing digital ID.

Similarly, GCC countries seem to have either incorpo-
rated e-commerce provisions in their electronic trans
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COUNTRY

DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE  
CYBERCRIME LEGISLATION?

DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE A 
CYBERSECURITY STRATEGY?

BAHRAIN
Law No. 60 of 2014 regarding information 

technology crimes. 114

According to the eGovernment portal (bahrain.bh), ''the 

National Cybersecurity Centre is working with the 

Information & eGovernment Authority (iGA) and other 

government entities on a National Cybersecurity 

Strategy, which is expected to be announced soon. The 

strategy will help combat and mitigate cybersecurity 

threats, protecting the Kingdom’s interests in 

cyberspace.''115

KUWAIT
Cyber Crime Law No. 63 of 2015. 116 National Cybersecurity Strategy by the Central Agency 

for Information Technology.117

OMAN
Royal Decree No 12/2011 Issuing the 

Cyber Crime Law. 118

Oman was cited by the International Telecommunica-

tion Unions (ITU) and ABI Research as one of the ‘’best 

prepared’’ countries in the world to prevent cyber 

attacks thanks to its High Level Cyber Security Strategy 

and Master Plan, and Comprehensive Roadmap.119

QATAR
Law No.14 of 2014 Issuing the Law on 

Combating Cyber Crime. 120

In 2014, Qatar adopted a National Cybersecurity 

Strategy, which its objectives include ''Safeguard[ing] 

the national critical information infrastructure'' and 

''Establish[ing] a legal and regulatory framework to 

enable a safe and vibrant

cyberspace''.121
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TABLE 7: CYBERCRIME LEGISLATION AND CYBERSECURITY STRATEGIES IN THE GCC.

All GCC countries have in place legal frameworks that 
regulate Digital ID, although the framework’s level of 
development differs from one country to another. The 
regulation of digital ID happens through different 
types of legislation: legislation on ID cards and nation-
al identification systems, electronic transactions, 
personal data protection and cybercrime and cyber-
security. The legal frameworks, however, present some 
shortcomings, most notably regarding the lack of 
robust data protection regulations, oversight and 
availability of remedy mechanisms (See chapter 4). 

Legislation regulating identity cards and 
national identification systems 

ID legislation is concerned with the procedure and 
conditions for issuing and reviewing ID cards, the 
establishment of population registers and the types 
of information they contain, and the prerogatives and 
tasks of ID-related bodies or departments. A number 
of countries also have legislation specifically establish-
ing digital ID.

Similarly, GCC countries seem to have either incorpo-
rated e-commerce provisions in their electronic trans

COUNTRY
DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE  
CYBERCRIME LEGISLATION?

DOES THE COUNTRY HAVE A 
CYBERSECURITY STRATEGY?

SAUDI ARABIA
Anti-Cyber Crime Law (Royal Decree No 

M/17). 122

The National Cybersecurity Strategy was developed to 

achieve ‘’a safe and reliable Saudi cyberspace that 

enables growth and prosperity.’’ 123

UAE
Federal Decree-Law No. 5 of 2012 on 

Combating  Cybercrimes (Cybercrime Law). 

124

The National Cybersecurity Strategy 2019 includes five 

pillars and goals: ‘’implementing a comprehensive legal 

and regulatory framework,’’ ‘’enabling a vibrant 

cybersecurity ecosystem,’’ ‘’establishing a robust 

‘National Cyber Incident Response Plan’,’’ ‘’protecting 

critical assets,’’ and ‘’mobilising the whole ecosystem 

through local and global partnerships.’’ 125
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Decree Law No. (16) of 2010 on the Promulgation of the Electronic Commerce and Transactions 

Law.87 The e-Commerce Law contains provisions on e-signatures, e-documents, and authentica-

tion. It addresses e-Commerce transactions in Qatar, as well as e-Government services. 

DATA PROTECTION, INDEPENDENT OVERSIGHT AND 
ACCESS TO REMEDY

CHAPTER 4
As explained in the previous section, most coun-
tries have comprehensive legal frameworks regu-
lating most aspects related to Digital ID. However, 
these legal frameworks are falling short in certain 
areas, particularly when it comes to protection of 
personal data and ensuring strong independent 
oversight of the digital ID system and data.

DATA PROTECTION LAWS: VAGUE LAN-
GUAGE AND BROAD EXEMPTIONS 

Not all GCC countries have adopted data protec-
tion laws, and when these laws do exist—in the case 
of Bahrain, Qatar and Saudi Arabia—vague 
language and broad exemptions for public author-
ities’s processing of personal data coupled with the 
region’s poor human rights track record and mas-
sive surveillance leaves the data in the digital ID 
system at risk of government surveillance.

In Qatar, Article 18 of the Data Protection Law 
states that: “The Competent Authority may decide 
to process some Personal Data, without abiding by 
the provisions of Articles (4), (9), (15) and (17) hereof, 
for achieving any of the following purposes:
1.Protecting national and public security.

2.Protecting international relations of the state.

3.Protecting the economic or financial interests of 
the state.

4.Preventing any criminal offense, or gathering 
information thereon or investigating therein.’’126

The articles establish conditions for the processing 
of personal data. They require data controllers to 
obtain consent of individuals before processing 
their data (Article 4) and to inform data subjects of 
‘’lawful purposes’’ and ‘’comprehensive and accu-
rate description of the processing activities and the 
levels of disclosure’’ before they start processing 
their data (Article 9).

These exemptions to the law in the name of 
“national and public security,” “international 
relations of the State,” “economic or financial inter-
ests of the State,” or even “preventing any criminal 
offense, or gathering information thereon or inves-
tigating therein,” allows authorities to process 
personal data without abiding by the provisions of 
the Data Protection Law. These exemptions are 
broad, vague, and could be manipulated by any 
government against the privacy of its people. 

The exemption in 4) is especially dangerous since it 
allows data processing in “prevention,” which 
therefore could lead to massive surveillance. 

In Bahrain, the scope of the Personal Data Protec-
tion Law (Law No 30 of 2018) is also limited when it 
comes to data processing by public authorities.127 

Article 1(4) of chapter 1 exempts ‘’processing opera-
tions concerning public security handled by the 
Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Interior, National 
Guard, National Security Service, or other security 
body in the Kingdom’’ from abiding by the law’s 
provisions. Similar to Qatar, the provisions of the 
law do not apply for the processing of data 
concerning “public security” handled by any securi-
ty body in the Kingdom of Bahrain. This exemption 
is extremely dangerous as it allows security bodies 
to process data without abiding by any provisions 
that guarantee the rights of data subjects such as 
processing ‘’for specific, explicit and legitimate 
purpose,’’ (Article 3) and obtaining the data 
subject’s consent (Article 4).

In Saudi Arabia, the new PDPL, states that ‘’data 
processing does not necessarily require the data 
subject's consent’’ if the processing would result in 
a ‘’clear benefit’’ and attempting to contact the 
data subject would have been ‘’impossible or 
impractical,’’ ‘’if it is required by law or a prior agree-
ment to which the data subject is a party, or if the 
controller is a public entity and the processing is 
required for security or judicial purposes.’’ In these 
cases, consent is not required.128
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LACK OF STRONG INDEPENDENT OVER-
SIGHT

Digital ID programs in the Gulf region provide 
many facilities for its users including administrative 
services, healthcare, electoral services, e-wallets, 
e-signatures, travel documents, etc. Providing so 
many services also means collecting massive 
amounts of data and biometric information from 
users. 

Overseeing these ID systems is an important step 
towards protecting users, their data and their 
human rights. The countries analyzed all lack 
strong and independent oversight over data collec-
tion and protection of privacy. Two main issues 
have been identified, the first is the lack of inde-
pendent oversight over the data (for example, to 
ensure minimal collection and disclosure and 
whether users are able to appropriately control the 
collection, use and disclosure of their data), and 
the second is the lack of independent oversight 
over the identification system to ensure fairness 
and prevent exclusion. These shortcomings can 
have major repercussions on personal data protec-
tion and human rights. 

Because the ID system is managed by a govern-
mental entity, this gap creates significant risks of 
potential abuse and misuse of the system and the 
data of its users. 

In Oman, The Directorate General of Civil Status of 
the Royal Oman Police is responsible for the 
national ID system. It issues ID cards and maintains 
population registers.129 Researchers were not able 
to locate evidence of any type of oversight over the 
ID system or the data. Oman does not have a com-
prehensive data protection law or a data protec-
tion authority. 
Kuwait does not have any data protection law 
either. The ID data is stored and accessed by the 
Public Agency for Civil Information. The oversight 

over its Digital ID program is lacking and no inde-
pendent authority is tasked with overseeing the 
national ID system. 

In Qatar, the The General Directorate of Informa-
tion Systems at the interior ministry is tasked  with 
''develop[ping] the information technology at the 
ministry'' 130 and lists among its accomplishments  
the ''Qatari Smart ID Card system.''131  There is a 
Human Rights Department at the Ministry of Inte-
rior, but it is unclear if it performs any oversight of 
the ID system.132

A number of countries have some kind of limited 
oversight of electronic transactions. In the UAE, 
under the 2006 Federal Law on Electronic Com-
merce and Transactions, the Certification Services 
Controller oversees “certification services particu-
larly in relation to the licensing, approval, monitor-
ing and overseeing of the activities of Certification 
Service Providers.'' Similarly, in Kuwait, the Elec-
tronic Transactions Law establishes a body ‘’  to 
supervise the  issuance  of  licenses  necessary  for  
carrying  out  electronic  authentication and elec-
tronic signature services and other services in the 
field of electronic transactions and information.’’133 

In Qatar, under the Electronic Transactions Law, 
the Supreme Council of Information and Commu-
nication Technology (ictQATAR) sets requirements 
for electronic transactions and signatures. It is 
tasked with a number of oversight powers such as 
''oversee[ing] the provision, use and development 
of electronic transactions and commerce means;'' 
and ''set[ting] the appropriate criteria and stan-
dards to protect the consumers that use electronic 
transactions or electronic commerce services.’’134

Other countries in the Gulf do have personal data 
protection legislations but task government enti-
ties to do the data-related oversight. 
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In Bahrain, Article 30 of the Personal Data Protec-
tion Law establishes a Personal Data Protection 
Authority which ‘’shall undertake all assigned 
duties and granted powers necessary to protect 
personal data,’’ including ''overseeing and inspect-
ing Data Controllers’ activities with respect to 
processing of personal data…,'' ''receiving reports 
and complaints concerning breach of provisions of 
this Law,’’ and investigating them.135 The authority, 
however, lacks independence. Its duties and 
powers are assumed by the Ministry of Justice, 
Islamic Affairs and Waqf under Royal Decree No. 
(78) of 2019 on the Administrative Entity to Assume 
the Duties and Powers of Personal Data Protection 
Authority. The Minister of Justice oversees the 
authority's work.136

In Qatar, the Compliance and Data Protection 
(CDP) department at the Ministry of Transport and 
Communications (MOTC) is tasked with ''imple-
ment[ing] the Personal Data Privacy Protection 
Law. Its responsibilities include ''investigating com-
plaints and violations relating to data privacy 
protection.''137

ACCESS TO REMEDY 

ID systems, particularly digital ones, may give rise 
to errors in information, misuses of the data, 
mistreatment by agents, and other undue burdens 
that may be imposed on ID users and holders. It is, 
therefore, crucial for an ID system to include 
relevant means to both (i) anticipate and (ii) 
remedy these grievances. Users of ID systems 
should indeed be able to file complaints, demand 
access and rectify any errors in the system that 
impact them or their right to identity. 

Types of redress mechanisms can vary from online 
complaints to offline, whether in writing or by 
phone etc.138 Several of the GCC countries have in 
place redressal mechanisms. 

Saudi Arabia’s Unified National Platform,139 for 
instance, allows users to access the information 
shared, obtain it, and correct it by sending an email 
request at a specified address. There is also a 
judicial review mechanism by the Supreme Judi-
cial Council and relevant information about access 
to such review is available on the platform’s web-
site. 140 Users can file complaints electronically on 
the Council’s external portal.

In Oman, a specific page is made available on 
Oman.om for citizens to report and file complaints 
about ‘’any electronic service provided by govern-
ment institutions.’’141 The portal is managed by the 
Ministry of Technology and Telecommunications. 

In the UAE, The UAE Pass also has a support page 
and a phone number allowing users to submit 
complaints and suggestions.142 The government of 
Dubai has also put in place an e-complaint system 
that allows users to provide their feedback and 
complaints over a wide-range of services such as 
passports and identity cards, entry and residence 
permits etc. It is unclear, however, if an alternative 
offline mechanism exists.143

However, in the absence of relevant data protec-
tion authorities in most GCC countries, the scope of 
grievance redressal mechanisms for ID systems 
remains limited. Even where data protection 
supervisory entities exist, such as in Qatar or Bah-
rain, the fact that they are hosted by ministries 
such as the Ministry of ICT in Qatar’s case, and the 
Ministry of Justice in Bahrain, does not allow for 
independent oversight and adjudication of griev-
ances.
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Identification systems in the Gulf collect a range of 
data on users, including ID numbers, biometric 
data (such as fingerprints, facial recognition and iris 
scans), contact details, residential addresses, 
employment and education details, and health-re-
lated information like blood type and disability 
status.

The table below summarizes the types of data 
collected for issuance of ID cards and for registra-
tion in the digital ID system, demonstrating how 
identification systems in the Gulf do not always 
minimize data collection. For example, foreign 
residents in Kuwait need to submit copies of the 
civil IDs of other residents living in the same 
address as well as other documents and data to 
obtain an ID card. In Oman, foreign residents are 
also required to submit more data and documents, 
including health related data (’’original and copies 
of the Manpower form after medical examination’’).

For registration purposes, Digital ID systems collect 
at least ID numbers and phone numbers. Addition-
al information such as date of birth (Bahrain), email 
address (Kuwait and UAE), nationality (Bahrain) 
and passport number (Kuwait) are required for 
foreign residents. For identity verification, the UAE 
Pass collects face ID biometrics. However, this is 
optional and users who do not want to use face ID 
verification can visit a nearby kiosk with their Emir-
ates ID. In Kuwait, submitting a selfie for identity 
verification is required.
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COUNTRY DATA COLLECTED FOR ISSUANCE 

OF ID CARD
DATA COLLECTED FOR REGISTRATION IN 
THE DIGITAL ID SYSTEM

BAHRAIN

KUWAIT

OMAN

Old ID card (if existing), passport data (a copy 

of the passport), proof of residence for 

non-Bahrainis, declaration of citizenship or 

valid passport for Bahrainis, blood type, 

employment/education details,  address and 

fingerprints. 144

Citizens and residents need to register with their ID and 

phone numbers and submit data such as date of birth, and 

for GCC citizens, provide their nationality, gender and full 

name. Submitting an email address is optional. 145

For first time issuance146citizens need to 

submit a birth certificate, photos, finger-

prints, address details and nationality certifi-

cate.  Expatriates147  need to submit passport 

data, photos, fingerprints, blood type certifi-

cate, a lease contract, and copies of civil IDs 

of other residents living in the same address. 

For GCC citizens,148 birth certificate data, 

photos, blood type certificates, lease 

contract, passport data, fingerprints, 

marriage contract ‘’if issued in Kuwait or if 

the wife has  Kuwaiti nationality,’’ and a 

certificate from an educational institution for 

those attending school or college is required.

Civil number, card serial number or mobile ID serial 

number, passport number for non-Kuwaitis, email, mobile 

phone number and a photo (a selfie) for identity verifica-

tion. 149

For first time issuance: not enough informa-

tion is available as to which data is collected 

to issue the ID card for citizens and foreign 

residents, however, the required documents 

offer a clue as to some 

To activate the service, a phone number and an ID is 

needed.152 It is unclear if any other data is collected for 

this purpose. 
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COUNTRY DATA COLLECTED FOR ISSUANCE 

OF ID CARD
DATA COLLECTED FOR REGISTRATION IN 
THE DIGITAL ID SYSTEM

OMAN
of the data collected. This includes passport 

data (copy of passport) or birth certificate 

and parents’ ID and passport data, if the 

applicant does not have a passport.150  

Additional documents are required from 

foreign residents, but it is not exactly clear 

what type of data these documents contain. 

For example, foreign residents need to submit 

‘’original and copies of the Manpower form 

after medical examination’’ and ‘’a letter from 

the employer” for government employees.151

QATAR
For Qataris, they need to submit a form 

containing their full name, detailed home 

and work addresses, personal and work 

phone numbers, and job title.153 They also 

need to submit two pictures, a copy of their 

passport in addition to the original 

document, proof of their blood type, copies of 

their parents' personal ID cards and approval 

of the guardian (when needed). For GCC 

nationals, they need to submit additional 

documents such as a copy of marital 

contracts (only for women) and a copy of 

personal ID card or family card. For residents, 

they need to submit data and documents to 

obtain the right of residence before they can 

get a personal ID card (Iqama). This usually 

depends on the 

To access the National Authentication 

System (Tawtheeq),155 which acts as a 

national identity provider for all online 

government services, a QiD data and a 

mobile phone number is collected. 
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COUNTRY DATA COLLECTED FOR ISSUANCE 

OF ID CARD
DATA COLLECTED FOR REGISTRATION IN 
THE DIGITAL ID SYSTEM

QATAR
purpose of residence, the most common of 

which is work. This is usually handled by the 

employer. 154

SAUDI ARABIA
Electronic identification by the applicant's 

parents, a statement of legacy disposition 

and the original deed of limitation of inheri-

tance (if the father is deceased), school 

identification or a copy of the latest academ-

ic qualifications, birth certificate, a photo, 

applicant form, the family record and a copy 

of the mother’s ID (if the parents are 

divorced). 156

To sign in to the system, users need to first 

register with the Absher app (the ministry of 

interior online portal) by providing their ID 

number, mobile phone number, and email 

address,157 or via the National Single Sign-On 

Initiative.158

5
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COUNTRY DATA COLLECTED FOR ISSUANCE 

OF ID CARD
DATA COLLECTED FOR REGISTRATION IN 
THE DIGITAL ID SYSTEM

UAE
Data collected for issuance of Emirates ID:  

According to an official Emirates ID “renewal 

form” of an anonymized resident, we were 

able to gather that the following information 

is collected for ID renewals (likely, similar 

information is collected for ID issuance):

-          Mobile number

-          Name

-          Date of birth

-          Gender

-          Nationality

-          Unified number (which is different from 

the ID number)

-          Passport number

-          Passport expiry

-          Residency number

-          Residency expiry

-          IDN number (since it is a renewal form 

not a registration form)

Emirates ID number, mobile phone number and email 

address.159 Face ID biometrics are also collected for 

verification purposes,160 but this is optional. Users 

who do not want to use face verification can visit a 

nearby kiosk with their Emirates ID.
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Although some information is provided concern-
ing the types of data collected for registration in 
the digital ID system, there is a lack of transparency 
about the types of data collected in the course of 
the use of these systems.

In addition to the data collected, further data is 
stored on the ID card’s chip. Some of this data is 
sensitive such as digital certificates to enable 
authentication to the digital ID system and DNA 
data (in the case of Bahrain). In some cases, regula-
tions contain vague language that fail to minimize 
the amount of data collected and stored on the 
card’s chip. In Bahrain, Law No. (46) of 2006 regard-
ing identity cards specifies (in Article 2) that the 
identity cards have a multi-purpose chip that 
stores personal information belonging to people 
including iris scan, fingerprints, blood type, DNA 
data and ‘’any other information or data.’’161 In other 
cases, there were no policies or regulations specify-
ing the amount and types of data collected and 
stored on the chip (Qatar).

COUNTRY DATA THAT APPEARS ON THE ID CARD DATA STORED ON THE CARD’S CHIP

BAHRAIN
Name, ID number, nationality, expiry date, place 

and date of birth,  blood type, gender, signature, 

driving license type and date of first issue, 

eyesight and disability. 162

Name in Arabic and English, personal Central 

Population Registry (CPR) number, date of birth, card 

expiry date, photo and signature images, contact 

details (email and phone numbers), address, occupa-

tion, employer data, sponsor data (for foreign 

residents), driving license data, passport data, 

residence data for foreign residents) and blood 

group,`163 iris scan, fingerprints, blood type, DNA 

data and ‘’any other information or data.’’164
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COUNTRY DATA THAT APPEARS ON THE ID CARD DATA STORED ON THE CARD’S CHIP

KUWAIT
Civil ID number, full name, date of birth, gender, 

nationality, expiry date, detailed address, phone 

number, blood type, and occupation and 

sponsor for foreign residents.165

According to Thales, the card’s microprocessor ‘’  can 

host a large amount of data’’ and it ‘’securely stores 

digital certificates, enabling the use of electronic 

authentication and digital signatures.’’ It is unclear 

what other data is stored on it.166

OMAN
Name, Facial ID, ID number, date of birth, place 

of birth, signature, address, in addition to job 

and nationality for foreign residents, and driving 

license data on the back of the card. 167

Marital status, level of education,  passport number 

and the picture and fingerprint of the card holder.168 

According to Thales, ‘’Oman's citizens and residents' 

credentials are securely stored on the cards, including 

name, address, digital color photo, and finger-

prints.’’169 It is unclear what other data is stored on 

the card's microchip.

QATAR
Biometric data (fingerprint, iris scan, facial 

recognition), ID number, photo, quaternary 

name (including the name of tribe or family), 

place and date of birth, nationality (if any), 

validity, permanent address (address of tribe 

and family), current place of residence and blood 

type. For foreign residents, the card further 

includes profession, name and address of the 

sponsor, and the residency permit number.170

According to Thales, ‘’in addition to the personal data 

available in usual identity documents, the micropro-

cessor also stores the person’s fingerprint.”171 It is 

unclear what other information is stored on it.
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COUNTRY DATA THAT APPEARS ON THE ID CARD DATA STORED ON THE CARD’S CHIP

SAUDI ARABIA
Personal details such as name, date and place of 

birth, photo,172 in addition to nationality, job 

and employer for foriegn residents working in 

the kingdom.173

Personal and biometric data, including demographic 

background, photograph, fingerprints and Hajj 

records. 174

UAE
ID number, name, nationality, date of birth, sex, 

date of validity, card number and signature. It 

includes additional information for UAE 

residents such as employer or family sponsor 

and job title details, and a field for ''population 

group''. 175

Basic data, photo, biometrics and fingerprints.176

SECURITY AND USER RIGHTS

The level and sensitivity of the data collected under 
digital ID systems, as explained above, can entail 
serious risks to privacy, if the processing occurs 
without robust measures aimed at ensuring the 
security of the system, protection of the data, and 
the necessary individual rights for users of the 
digital ID program that would provide them with 
some level of control over their personal informa-
tion.

Generally, Gulf countries implement a number of 
features and measures to secure data in the (digi-
tal) ID system. When it comes to the actual ID, Bah-
rain177 and Qatar178 are implementing  a 

match-on-card technology, which allows the data 
to be securely stored on the card. Digital ID 
programs in the region largely rely on a national 
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), a system of process-
es, policies, hardware, software and procedures 
needed to create, manage, distribute, 

use, store and revoke digital IDs. PKI allows users to 
encrypt data, digitally sign documents, and 
authenticate themselves using certificates (which 
Digital IDs are based on).
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Another key feature is secure and strong authenti-
cation. For example, Bahrain’s eKey Single-Sign-On 
System (an authentication method that enables 
users to securely authenticate with multiple appli-
cations and websites by using just one set of 
credentials (usually a username and a password), 
offers two levels of eKeys: Standard eKey, which 
requires only the personal ID number and a pass-
word to access a limited number of services, and 
the Advanced eKey, which ''ensures the highest 
level of security and allows access to all eServices 
including highly confidential eServices requiring 
the verification of the user's smart card and 
biometrics (fingerprint).''179

According to the UAE Pass website, the Pass ‘’relies 
on a national PKI that utilizes industry standard 
signing certificates. Secure storage of the keys is 
done through SE/TEE on the mobile and through 
cloud based HSM.’’ 180 This means that the Pass uses 
safe and highly secure encryption keys within the 
device by using SE/TEE which will guarantee that 
the code and data on the phone are protected 
with respect to confidentiality and integrity, and 
when communicating through cloud by using 
HSM which is used to generate encryption keys on 
the cloud. 

The institutional policies and measures in place to 
protect the privacy and data of card holders and 
the system's users (such as measures to limit and 
monitor access to the data or policies to handle 
data breaches) lack transparency. This is despite 
the fact that a number of countries have personal 
data protection laws that require data controllers 
to put in place such measures and policies. 

For example, the Qatari Personal Data Protection 
Law requires data controllers to develop ''internal 
systems for the effective management of Personal 
Data, and report any breach of measures aiming at 
the protection thereof,'' in addition to ''conducting 
comprehensive audits and reviews on the compli-
ance extent with Personal Data protection require-

ment,'' among other policies and measures. 
According to the Personal Data Protection Law in 
Bahrain (Article 8), ''the Data Controller shall imple-
ment appropriate technical and organizational 
measures to guarantee protection of data against 
accidental or unauthorized destruction, accidental 
loss, as well as against alteration or disclosure of, 
access to and any other unauthorized forms of 
processing.'' It is unclear what organizational mea-
sures are specifically implemented in relation to 
the ID systems in both countries.

Additionally, users of digital ID systems in the Gulf 
have limited options to control their data. In Bah-
rain, under the Personal Data Protection Law, data 
subjects have some level of control over their data. 
This includes the right to object to processing of 
data that may result in material or moral damage 
(Article 21) and to decisions made based on auto-
mated processing (Article 22), and the right to ''rec-
tify, block or erase the personal data relating to 
him when the processing of such data is in breach 
of the provisions of this Law, in particular if the data 
is inaccurate, incomplete, outdated or if its process-
ing is illegal.'' However, it is unclear to what extent 
these rights are guaranteed for users of the eKey 
Single-Sign-On System and what other options to 
control their data are available to them.

In Qatar, citizens and residents registered on the 
Hukoomi portal can access some of their data such 
as electricity and water bills, ''details on the real 
estate owned by the user'' and ''details associated 
with the commercial registration and commercial 
license.'' It is unclear what other data is available for 
users to access and what other rights they have 
over the data. In addition, the Personal Data 
Protection Law requires controllers to use ''appro-
priate technologies to enable individuals to exer-
cise their rights to directly access, review and 
correct their respective Personal Data.'' It is unclear 
how this is implemented in the digital ID system.

In the UAE, users of the UAE Pass can only update 
their email addresses and mobile phone numbers. 

5
In order to update ''outdated'' or ''incorrect'' infor-
mation, they need to contact the Federal Authority 
for Identity and Citizenship and update their Emir-
ates ID card.181 It is unclear what other ownership 
and access rights are available to users and to what 
extent. Article 12 of the Federal Law No (9) of the 
Year 2006 stipulates that ‘’each individual may 
obtain a symbolic copy of the personal data related 
thereto, or to the predecessors, successors or 
spouses thereof.’’182 It is unclear what is meant by 
‘’symbolic data’’ and the level of data individuals 
can obtain.
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Another key feature is secure and strong authenti-
cation. For example, Bahrain’s eKey Single-Sign-On 
System (an authentication method that enables 
users to securely authenticate with multiple appli-
cations and websites by using just one set of 
credentials (usually a username and a password), 
offers two levels of eKeys: Standard eKey, which 
requires only the personal ID number and a pass-
word to access a limited number of services, and 
the Advanced eKey, which ''ensures the highest 
level of security and allows access to all eServices 
including highly confidential eServices requiring 
the verification of the user's smart card and 
biometrics (fingerprint).''179

According to the UAE Pass website, the Pass ‘’relies 
on a national PKI that utilizes industry standard 
signing certificates. Secure storage of the keys is 
done through SE/TEE on the mobile and through 
cloud based HSM.’’ 180 This means that the Pass uses 
safe and highly secure encryption keys within the 
device by using SE/TEE which will guarantee that 
the code and data on the phone are protected 
with respect to confidentiality and integrity, and 
when communicating through cloud by using 
HSM which is used to generate encryption keys on 
the cloud. 

The institutional policies and measures in place to 
protect the privacy and data of card holders and 
the system's users (such as measures to limit and 
monitor access to the data or policies to handle 
data breaches) lack transparency. This is despite 
the fact that a number of countries have personal 
data protection laws that require data controllers 
to put in place such measures and policies. 

For example, the Qatari Personal Data Protection 
Law requires data controllers to develop ''internal 
systems for the effective management of Personal 
Data, and report any breach of measures aiming at 
the protection thereof,'' in addition to ''conducting 
comprehensive audits and reviews on the compli-
ance extent with Personal Data protection require-

ment,'' among other policies and measures. 
According to the Personal Data Protection Law in 
Bahrain (Article 8), ''the Data Controller shall imple-
ment appropriate technical and organizational 
measures to guarantee protection of data against 
accidental or unauthorized destruction, accidental 
loss, as well as against alteration or disclosure of, 
access to and any other unauthorized forms of 
processing.'' It is unclear what organizational mea-
sures are specifically implemented in relation to 
the ID systems in both countries.

Additionally, users of digital ID systems in the Gulf 
have limited options to control their data. In Bah-
rain, under the Personal Data Protection Law, data 
subjects have some level of control over their data. 
This includes the right to object to processing of 
data that may result in material or moral damage 
(Article 21) and to decisions made based on auto-
mated processing (Article 22), and the right to ''rec-
tify, block or erase the personal data relating to 
him when the processing of such data is in breach 
of the provisions of this Law, in particular if the data 
is inaccurate, incomplete, outdated or if its process-
ing is illegal.'' However, it is unclear to what extent 
these rights are guaranteed for users of the eKey 
Single-Sign-On System and what other options to 
control their data are available to them.

In Qatar, citizens and residents registered on the 
Hukoomi portal can access some of their data such 
as electricity and water bills, ''details on the real 
estate owned by the user'' and ''details associated 
with the commercial registration and commercial 
license.'' It is unclear what other data is available for 
users to access and what other rights they have 
over the data. In addition, the Personal Data 
Protection Law requires controllers to use ''appro-
priate technologies to enable individuals to exer-
cise their rights to directly access, review and 
correct their respective Personal Data.'' It is unclear 
how this is implemented in the digital ID system.

In the UAE, users of the UAE Pass can only update 
their email addresses and mobile phone numbers. 

In order to update ''outdated'' or ''incorrect'' infor-
mation, they need to contact the Federal Authority 
for Identity and Citizenship and update their Emir-
ates ID card.181 It is unclear what other ownership 
and access rights are available to users and to what 
extent. Article 12 of the Federal Law No (9) of the 
Year 2006 stipulates that ‘’each individual may 
obtain a symbolic copy of the personal data related 
thereto, or to the predecessors, successors or 
spouses thereof.’’182 It is unclear what is meant by 
‘’symbolic data’’ and the level of data individuals 
can obtain.
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While digital ID can help ensure a higher propor-
tion of IDs in a country, lack of internet penetration 
and access to technologies such as smartphones 
can pose real obstacles to inclusion of vulnerable 
groups (particularly populations with low technol-
ogy literacy). 

The Gulf region is considered to have some of the 
highest internet penetration rates in the Middle 
East and North Africa. By way of example, the pen-
etration rate for the United Arab Emirates was 91 
percent for 2018 and for Saudi Arabia 73 percent in 
the same year.183 In comparison, Egypt had a pene-
tration rate of 43 percent during the same time 
period. This likely means that digitizing ID systems 
in the Gulf countries is in line with the population’s 
access to the internet and may not, in-and-of-itself, 
be a factor of discrimination.

More generally, however, ID systems can often lead 
to lack of inclusion and increased discrimination 
against certain vulnerable groups (such as women, 
children, refugees). Legal and policy frameworks 
pertaining to legal identification can be discrimi-
natory through the requirements and procedures 
imposed to register, obtain, and use identification 
documents as well as through the collection of 
data that appears on identification documents 
and reinforces discrimination. 

GENDER-BASED DISCRIMINATION 

An analysis of provisions related to civil registration 
systems and, more particularly, birth registration in 
some Gulf countries highlights gender discrimina-
tion issues when it comes to women’s right to 
register their children. 184

For example, in Kuwait, under the Birth and Death 
Registration Law (No. 36/1969) art. 3), registering the 
birth of children is primarily the responsibility of 
their fathers. Similarly, in Oman, registering the 
birth of children is first the responsibility of fathers 
followed by a number of other individuals before 
finally falling on mothers. Saudi law prioritizes 
health facilities over fathers, and mothers can only 
register the birth of their children if both are 
unavailable. Under Bahraini, Qatari and Emirati 
law, preference is similarly given to the father for 
child registration and it is unclear whether moth-
ers have the right to register their children. 185

Other types of gender-based discrimination occurs 
when certain Gulf countries render ID mandatory 
for male children but not for females. For instance, 
both Saudi186 and Omani ID 187 laws mandate a 
male child to obtain a personal identification 
document at a certain age while making the same 
identification optional for girls and based on 
approval of their guardians.

Such gender discrimination not only violates inter-
national norms prohibiting discrimination on the 
basis of gender but, more importantly, deprives 
children from the possibility of obtaining identifi-
cation documents that often rely on information 
provided in birth certificates and, thus, denies 
them the right to access certain vital services that 
may only be available upon presenting such docu-
ments. 

As mentioned above, digitization can reinforce 
existing discriminatory practices. This is the case for 
instance, in Saudi Arabia, where gender discrimi-
nation is widespread on different levels. Women in 
the country are subject to male guardianship to 
exercise some important rights, such as the right to 
travel. With the Absher application permitting 
e-government services, male guardians are able to 
exercise control over women even more than 
before. They can grant or deny permission for 
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women and children to travel abroad and obtain a 
passport under a subsection of the application 
called “dependent services.” The Absher applica-
tion portal also allows the male guardian to 
suspend a previously issued travel permission, and 
“displays a travel log function that allows male 
guardians to view all the trips in and out of Saudi 
Arabia that their female dependents make, show-
ing destination countries and dates of travel.” 188

STATELESSNESS AND RESIDENCY RE-
QUIREMENTS

Additionally, in their efforts to digitize identifica-
tion systems and documentation, the Gulf coun-
tries mapped by our research show that vulnerable 
groups such as stateless persons and refugees are 
not part of the categories of persons eligible for 
enrolling in ID systems and obtaining identification 
documents. Although non-nationals can be part of 
the eligible groups for enrolling and obtaining 
identification documents, such eligibility relies on 
a residency permit, which excludes those who do 
not qualify as residents. Hence, benefits such as 
healthcare and financial services that are contin-
gent upon having an ID cannot be accessed by 
those who do not fall under the resident or nation-
al categories. 

Indeed, most of the Gulf countries have residency 
as a core requirement for identification:

In the UAE, Emirates IDs189are only issued to nation-
als and non-nationals who are residents. In Qatar, 
ID is obtainable for Qataris and Qatar residents.190 

The same is relevant for Kuwait, KSA, Oman and 
Bahrain. 191

By zooming-in on the Kuwaiti example, one can 
note that a part of the population they call the 
bidoon192 (i.e: the without or, in other words, those 
without a nationality) are completely marginalized 
from daily life by being deprived of legal documen-
tation that identifies them. Indeed, by requiring a 
residency, Kuwait denies the bidoons civil identifi-
cation that would allow them services such as rent-
ing real estate, opening a bank account, enrolling 
in private universities, holding legal employment, 
receiving birth certificates etc. 

The residency requirement is also clearly apparent 
in the UAE through the close nexus between 
residency, labor, and ID.193 In fact, male children 
born to foreign workers and residents who reach 
adulthood cannot stay in the country unless they 
obtain a residency permit, which is only possible 
through an employment or student visa. Therefore, 
by making the issuance of an Emirates ID contin-
gent on being a UAE resident, which can only 
happen through employment, the UAE is indirect-
ly imposing a barrier to entry for the most vulnera-
ble: non-working populations. 

THE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF BIOMETRICS 
ON PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

Discrimination can also be prompted by the tech-
nology chosen by governments for their ID 
systems. When countries, such as the GCC coun-
tries, decide to rely on certain types of biometrics 
such as fingerprints or irises for the enrollment and 
use of ID systems, they indirectly discriminate 
against certain people. Indeed, manual laborers 
with worn fingerprints, the elderly, and persons 
with disabilities may have difficulty enrolling in or 
using ID systems that rely on fingerprints and a 
lack of an alternative option can lead to exclusion.
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One way of providing an alternative is by carving 
out exceptions in the legal requirements and 
processes for digital ID, just as Bahrain did in its 
decision No. 16 of 2011 (amending the national ID 
law of 2006), where it exempted persons with 
disabilities from providing their biometrics to 
obtain a national ID card.194
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Our mapping of GCC countries’ ID landscape reveals an increased effort on digitization in the field 
with reliance on various technologies, including the use of biometric for authentication. This is 
naturally aligned with the region’s focus on digitizing the economy and leveraging ID as a core 
pillar of the digital transformation journey. 

All GCC countries have implemented digital ID programs, with the first program implemented in 
Bahrain in 2007, and the latest ones implemented in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia in 2020. While all 
countries have put in place legislation addressing different aspects which enable a strong environ-
ment for Digital ID including data protection, electronic transactions and e-commerce, cyber-
crime and cybersecurity, these legal frameworks are falling short in many areas, most notably lack 
of robust and overarching laws for protecting data and users privacy as well as a lack of indepen-
dent oversight for how personal data is being processed, which ultimately undermines trust in the 
ID system. 

The wide-range of personal data collected by ID systems, including sensitive information, require 
strong security measures and policies to ensure its protection. While some Gulf countries adopt 
certain technical measures and features to secure data in the (digital) ID system, users have limit-
ed options to control their data and lack access to remedy in case their human rights are violated 
or impacted by the system. Finally, identification systems in the Gulf fail to take into consideration 
the needs of and impacts on marginalized populations, which can further exacerbate inequalities 
and discrmination against women, migrants, stateless people and those living with disabilities.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO GCC GOVERNMENTS

Strengthen legal protection for digital ID. Most notably by (i) adopting robust and overarching 
data protection laws (Kuwait, Oman and UAE), and (ii) for countries that have personal data pro-
tection-related legislation, reduce the scope of legal exemptions related to “national security” 
imperatives, that give room to unregulated processing of data conducted by government agen-
cies and rampant government surveillance. Additionally, include legal provisions that provide for 
grievance redress mechanisms that enable users to file complaints or legal disputes when a digi-
tal ID system interferes with their human rights, particualry their rights to privacy and non-dis-
crimination. When those complaints are not initially solved in favor of users, the latter should be 
able to appeal to an independent authority such as an independent judicial authority or over-
sight body.

Establish and enforce independent and strong oversight over the digital ID system. Oversight 
can be conducted by a digital ID system oversight body or by separate authorities overseeing the 
data (such as a data protection authority) and the identification system. It should include over-
sight over the privacy and security of data and identification systems.

Adopt a privacy by design approach in the digital ID system. This entails not only the adoption 
of the technical standards and features (such as encryption of data and strong multi-factor 
authentication), but also providing users with tools and platforms that give them control over 
their own data, such as options to limit collection and sharing of their data. Data collection and 
disclosure should also be minimized.

Eliminate all forms of discrmination in identification systems and ensure inclusion of margin-
alized groups. This is key to ensure that inequalities and discmrination are not exacerbated by 
digital ID. GCC governments should particularly address gender discrimination, and discrimina-
tion against migrants, refugees, stateless people and those living with disabilities. Assessments, 
including public consultations involving these groups, should be done throughout the imple-
mentation of a digital ID system. Inclusion can also be achieved through amendments of existing 
ID-related legislation that indirectly discriminates against a certain group of people, in order to 
provide for exceptions that erase such discrimination (as done by Bahrain’s recent amendments 
to the law on national ID cards). 
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